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Overview of the learning unit

Episode 1:
Canada: Country of the Far North

Episode 2:
Changements climatiques dans l’Arctique canadien/
Climate Change in the Canadian Arctic

Episode 3:
Interview with the lecturer
Learning target of the episode

**Learning target 1:**

Familiarize yourself with the culture and history of Canada.

**Learning target 1:**

Understand the importance of the Arctic climate for Canada.
Canada

Capital: Ottawa
Largest city: Toronto
Official languages: English and French
Total area: 9,984,670 km² (2nd)
Population in 2011: 34,439,000
Density: 3.41/km²
Nouvelle-France
Bataille des plaines d’Abraham – 13 septembre 1759
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Montréal
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Vancouver

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ecstaticist/4445205796/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ecstaticist/510121259/
Rockies

http://www.flickr.com/photos/harrymoon/44334428

http://www.flickr.com/photos/anechapter/539567526/
Prairies

http://www.flickr.com/photos/blumenbiene/4445677372/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/frgitarre/5076505926/
Arctic
Normal winter day
Hockey – National sport

http://www.flickr.com/photos/patissier73/3012279163/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/spcbrass/4578999549/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/kk/4381485782/
Maple Syrup
Animals
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Perhaps some text about the animals mentioned could be added.
Inuits

http://www.isuma.tv/atanarjuat
1. Read the canadian news at www.cbc.ca to see the importance of climate change and Arctic regions in current issues.

2. Do the same for other countries with territories in the Far North (Russia, United States, Norway, Denmark).